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Providing ease of use and a quick view to your wellness program is important to us. VCP has created the command center as central tool 
for you to quickly identify potential issues that need your attention. The command center is located just under the platform menu bar.

If all is good, the command center lets you know by  as green “All Is Good”. When issues arise, the command center calls them out, 
listing the issues in the summary line. Clicking on the summary line opens the command center which allows you to select and go right 
to the issue to address. The command center saves you from needing to go to individual reports, instead, putting it all at your fingertips.

The following are the key command center categories, that may appear in the summary bar, and why they are important to address.

Expired Card 
A card HAS already expired and the plan is currently active.
Why:  To avoid a missed payment and/or the plan not renewing.
 
It is important to make sure the card information is current. While the system is sending an alert to your client, they do not always 
respond, and if they don’t, the next payment or renewal will fail.
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Expiring Card 
A card IS expiring this month.
Why:     To avoid a potential missed payment and/or the plan not renewing. These issues are  for a card that has not yet expired and 
       should be addressed. Failing to correct the issue will lead to a missed payment either in the current month or the following 
       month, depending on payment and renewal dates, and again resulting in a payment or renewal issue.

Payment Issues - At Practice Level Only
Payment issue. 
Action:  The payment issue has been turned over to the practice to manage.
Why:     To collect the practice’s money. Note: If nothing is done, the plan will auto-cancel after 90 Days.

Payment issues assigned back to the practice should be reviewed on a regular basis. Often, the issue is simply an expired card and the 
call center has not been able to reach the pet owner, or the pet owner would rather talk to someone they know at the practice.  

Auto-Cancels 

After 90 days from the beginning of a rejected payment, the system will auto-cancel the plan if action isn’t taken and documented in 
the system.  
Action:  If no action is taken, the plan will auto-cancel in 30 days.

This means that no action by the practice has been taken, or has not been documented with a memo in the system, in the last 60 days.

New App
New application created in the last 3 months and has not been completed or canceled.
Action:  Should this be completed or canceled?
Why:     It is a good practice to follow up with pet owners that started applications as they might want to still sign up.  Additionally, you  
       might find plans that have not been Completed, which means that they are not billing.  

The new application warning means an application has not been completed. This might be fine, as the client wanted to take the 
application home and discuss it. However, we provide this warning to remind busy team members not to forget to complete the 
application. Automated billing will NOT start without a completed application. It is also a good practice to follow-up with pet owners to 
find out if they are still interested in the plans and if not, cancel plans that are not going to be completed.

Renewal Issues Active Plan
A plan is active and will not renew due to outstanding issues with the account.
Billing Status is Ongoing, Paid-off or Suspended.
Action:  Address issue or dismiss action queue item.
Why:     You want to renew as many members as possible, so rectifying renewal-blocking issues is key.

If a plan is set to auto renew and has an issue at the time of renewal, it will not renew. Issues need to be addressed before the renewal 
date and, depending on timing, may need a user to renew the plan manually as the cut-off date has passed. If a plan does not renew 
and expires, the system will charge a new enrollment fee.
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Renewal Issue – Not an Active Plan
Plan had renewal issues that were not addressed and has expired. 
Action:  You have a limited time to fix the renewal issue.
Why:     Renewal window will close and the plan will be unrenewable. A new plan will have to be created.

This means the issue was not addressed while the plan was active. You will need to fix the issue before the end of the month or before 
the next billing cycle, and manually renew the plan. Otherwise, a new plan will have to be created and a new enrollment fee will be 
charged by the system.

Consumption Issue
Consumption errors that are open (not dismissed, consumed).
Action:  Practice needs to correct the issue. 
Why:     To ensure proper revenue recognition, consumption, production pay, accurate cancelation logic, and service consumption  
       history on the pet owner portal.

It is important to update any consumption errors to ensure that the information about services used and available is current. This 
will ensure that the travel sheets are updated and the information your client sees on their portal is current. Also, if production pay is 
applied, errors need to be rectified to make sure production pay reports and amounts are correct.

Self-Signup
New pre-enrollment self-signup application is not complete.
Action:  Review, and if the plan was supposed to have been completed, then do so. Otherwise, call the client to set up an appointment
Why:     You should follow up with pet owners that have expressed an interest in your plans and note that plans in this state are  
       NOT billing.

This alert is for enrollments done online during pre-enrollment. The pre-enrollment process requires you to reach out and set up a 
wellness visit, then the client to comes in and the enrollment is completed and funds collected for enrollment and the first month’s 
payment. An incomplete message means the client did not fill out all the pre-enrollment information and you should reach out as well. 
Applications that are not moving forward to live plans should be cancelled.


